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Abstract Title 
NASA GSFC CCMC recent model validation activities 
Abstract Text 
The Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) holds the largest assembly of state-of-the-art physics-based space 
weather models developed by the international space physics community. In addition to ' providing the community easy access 
to these modern space research models to support science research, its another primary goal is to test and validate models 
for transition from research to operations. In this presentation, we provide an overview of the space science models available 
at CCMe. Then we will focus on the community-wide model validation efforts led by CCMC in all domains of the Sun-Earth 
system and the internal validation efforts at CCMC to support space weather servicesjoperations provided its sibling 
organization - NASA GSFC Space Weather Center (http://swc.gsfc.nasa.gov). We will also discuss our efforts in operational 
model validation in collaboration with NOAAjSWPe. 
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